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The Co-operative Superannuation Society (CSS), a non-profit pension society

incorporated on a membership basis, administers the CSS Pension Plan (Registered

Pension Plan #0345868). The Society’s original Act of incorporation states “The principle

purpose [of the Society] is to provide retirement benefits to and for its members.” For

over sixty years, in partnership with its co-operative and credit union employer members,

the Society has administered the CSS Pension Plan following this guiding principle.

OVERVIEW

Mission

To enable employees of member Co-operatives

and Credit Unions to prepare for and fund their

retirements, by providing saving and income

products and services through a member owned

and controlled, non-profit organization.

Vision

CSS membership will be highly valued.

Values

• Service • Integrity

• Fairness • Trust 

• Simplicity • Balance 

• Self-help • Life-long Learning

• Democratic control • Member ownership 

Objectives

• To be member-focused;

• To provide practical retirement solutions;

• To earn competitive investment returns;

• To prudently manage risks; 

• To communicate openly and understandably;

• To meet and exceed applicable regulatory

standards;

• To maintain a position of leadership and

influence in the pension sector;

• To employ qualified and committed employees,

suppliers and consultants;

• To control expense.



The CSS Pension Plan is a defined contribution

pension plan, sometimes referred to as a money

purchase pension plan. As the name implies, it is the

contributions that are defined, not the benefit at

retirement. The amount of retirement income a

member receives depends upon the amount of

pension funds accumulated in his/her account.

Three factors influence the amount of funds a

member accumulates in his/her pension account: 

(i) the amount contributed by the member and

his/her employer; (ii) the investment earnings on

those accumulated contributions, and; (iii) the length

of time the pension funds are invested.

At December 31, 2004, the CSS Pension Plan

operated two portfolios, the Non-Retired Lives (NRL)

portfolio and the Retired Lives portfolio.

The NRL portfolio holds the funds on behalf of the

active and inactive members1. At the end of 2004 the

market value of the NRL portfolio’s investments was

$2,043,732,0002 and there were 17,137 active

members and 13,512 inactive members. 

The NRL portfolio is a broadly diversified “balanced”

portfolio of equity and fixed income investments

(please refer to Graph 1).

In 2004, the NRL portfolio earned a return of 11.34%,

while its benchmark portfolio returned 9.69%. For

the four-year period ending December 31, 2004, the

NRL portfolio’s annualized total return was 5.34%,

while the benchmark portfolio’s return for the same

period was 3.90% (please refer to Graph 2).

There is a reward for accepting the risks associated

with investing money in a “balanced” portfolio of

stocks and bonds. The long-term average return of a

balanced portfolio is expected to be higher than that

of a more secure investment such as Canada Savings

Bonds, for example. The chart below shows how a

one-time investment of $1,000 made at the

beginning of 1995 in Canada Savings Bonds,

compares with an equivalent investment in the CSS

Pension Plan (please refer to Graph 3).

Over the last 10-year period, the Income Allocation

Rate (IAR) has averaged 10.09%. The chart below

shows the IARs for each of the last 10 years (please
refer to Graph 4).

The Real-IAR, which is the return over and above

inflation, was 9.08% for 2004 (i.e., 11.18% - 2.1% =

9.08%). The 4, 10 and 20-year average Real-IARs,

ending December 31, 2004 were 4.35%, 8.07% and

8.00% respectively. The Plan’s long-term Real-IAR

objective is 3% (please refer to Graph 5).

The Retired Lives portfolio holds high-quality long-

term bonds to support the pensions of those

approximately 5,500 retired members who are

receiving a monthly pension from the Plan (100% of

the bonds and debentures are rated “A” or better by

recognized bond rating agencies). The latest actuarial

valuation (dated December 31, 2003), as well as

ongoing quarterly in-house valuations, confirms that

the pensions are adequately funded. At the end of

2004, the market value of the Retired Lives portfolio

was $470,871,000 (please refer to Graph 6).

2

1 Active members are those who are working for an employer member, and for whom the Plan is receiving contributions. Inactive

members are those who no longer work for an employer member, and have left their funds in the CSS Pension Plan, but have not

started a monthly pension from the Plan.

2 See note 3 of the Notes to the Financial Statements.
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NON-RETIRED LIVES PORTFOLIO
Asset Mix: December 31, 2004
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NON-RETIRED LIVES
2004 Financial Results

The Non-Retired Lives (NRL) portfolio produced double-

digit growth in 2004, as markets rallied strongly in the

first and fourth quarters, but were relatively flat through

the middle of the year. Stocks and bonds both earned

positive returns in spite of record high oil prices, mixed

economic indicators and a stronger Canadian dollar.

From January 1 to December 31, 2004, the NRL

portfolio recorded a net investment gain of

$202,405,461.1 This gain was allocated to members’

accounts at year-end, resulting in an annual allocation

rate of 11.18%. After allowing for inflation, the real rate

of return2 for the portfolio was 9.08%. The Plan’s

average real allocation rates for the past 4, 10 and 20-

year periods are 4.35%, 8.07% and 8.00% respectively.

The Plan’s long-term real return objective is 3%. 

The NRL portfolio’s total gain in 2004 of 11.34%

exceeded its combined benchmark return of 9.69%.

This out performance was due to strong returns by the

Plan’s active managers, including Global Equities, Non-

North American Equities, Canadian Equities and

Canadian Bonds. 

The portfolio’s broad diversification and “balanced” asset

mix of approximately half stocks and half bonds,

continued to reduce volatility in 2004 (please refer to
Graph 1).

Asset Class Returns

Canadian Bonds

Canadian bonds provided positive returns in 2004 in

spite of multiple interest rate increases by both the

Bank of Canada and the U.S. Federal Reserve. The

Plan’s bond benchmark, the Scotia Capital Universe

Bond Index, returned 7.15%. The Plan’s active bond

manager out-performed the benchmark, generating a

return of 7.61%, while the passive bond manager

slightly under-performed, earning 7.08%. On a

combined basis, the Non-Retired Lives portfolio’s bond

mandates earned 7.39% for the year. 

Canadian Equities

In 2004, higher oil prices and improved corporate

profitability helped the Canadian equity market to post

a second successive double-digit gain, overcoming a

strengthening Canadian dollar. 

NON-RETIRED LIVES PORTFOLIO
ASSET MIX: DECEMBER 31, 2004
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1 The total market return for the portfolio includes dividends

and interest received as well as realized and unrealized market

gains and losses for the year. The return is calculated net of

the Plan’s operating and investment management costs.

2 Real rate of return refers to the non-inflationary growth of a

member’s equity in the Pension Plan. It is calculated as the

income allocation rate minus Canada’s inflation rate for 2004

of 2.1%. 

TO BE PRESENTED BY 

Peter E. Zakreski,
President, to the 2005
Annual Meeting,
Wednesday, March
23, 2005.

On behalf of your
Society’s Board of
Directors, I am
pleased to present
this summary of 
operations and 
results for 2004.



The NRL portfolio’s active Canadian equity manager

gained 18.5% in 2004, while the Canadian equities

benchmark, the S&P/TSX Cap 10 Index, finished up

14.48%. The passive Canadian equity manager

successfully tracked the index with a return of 14.47%.

Foreign Equities

U.S. and Non-North American stock markets also

produced gains in 2004. Foreign returns to Canadian

investors were reduced as the Canadian dollar gained

against most major world currencies.3

The active Non-North American equity manager earned a

return of 16.03% while its benchmark, the MSCI EAFE

Index posted a gain of 11.49%. The Global equity

manager out-performed its index by earning 14.64%,

compared with the MSCI Global Equity Index gain of

6.62%.

On a combined basis, the portfolio’s equity mandates

earned 14.42% in 2004.

RETIRED LIVES
Funded Status of Pensions

For those retirees who choose to take a monthly

pension directly from the CSS Pension Plan (“the

Plan”), their pensions are paid from what is referred to

as the Retired Lives (RL) portfolio or the Pension

Reserve.4

For much of 2004, Canadian bonds rallied, although

the bond market suffered a temporary setback in the

second quarter of the year. As long-term bond prices

rose their yields fell to new lows, causing pensions to

become more expensive. This caused the Plan’s pension

liability to increase. Since the RL portfolio is

“immunized” against changes in interest rates,

however, the market value of the RL portfolio’s assets

and the Plan’s pension liability both increased by

similar amounts in 2004. 

According to pension legislation, an actuarial valuation

of the assets held in the RL portfolio and the Plan’s

pension liability must be conducted at least every three

years. As of December 31, 2003, the date of the last

actuarial valuation, the Plan’s total pension liability –

$402,979,000 – was confirmed to by fully funded,

including a surplus to protect against adverse deviations

from assumptions (please refer to Graph 2). 

In 2004, quarterly in-house valuations confirmed that

the Plan’s pensions continue to be adequately funded.

The next actuarial valuation of the RL portfolio’s assets

and the Plan’s pension liability will be conducted as at

December 31, 2006.

2004 Retirements

Two hundred and nineteen members chose to start a

pension from the Plan in 2004, at an average age of

60.19 years. The Plan’s pension conversion rate fell

somewhat in 2004, averaging approximately 5.3%, but

fluctuating from 5.1% to 5.5%. Pension costs therefore

remained at historic highs throughout the year. 

One hundred and forty-five members used their funds

in the Plan to purchase a Life Income Fund (LIF), a

Locked-in Retirement Income Fund (LRIF), a

Prescribed Registered Retirement Income Fund

(PRRIF) or a Life Annuity from financial organizations

5

3 The NRL Portfolio’s foreign returns are all stated in Canadian

dollars. The 2004 returns of the Portfolio’s active foreign

equity managers were reduced by a stronger Canadian dollar,

which appreciated by 8.1% as compared to the U.S. dollar in

2004. 

4 The Pension Reserve is the account into which a retiring

member’s equity is transferred and from which the monthly

pension payments are made. The liabilities in the Pension

Reserve are matched against the income flows from

government backed and high-grade corporate bonds and the

Reserve is actuarially valued on a regular basis. 
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of their choosing. The number of members transferring

their pension equity out of the Plan decreased in 2004. 

The Plan does not promote one retirement income

option over another. The choice is an individual one.

Instead, the Plan strives to ensure that members are

aware of all their retirement income options and that

they choose the option or combination of options that

best suits their retirement objectives.

Pension Adjustments

Under the Plan’s pension adjustment program, first

adopted in 1981, all pensions in pay are reviewed in their

9th year for a possible first adjustment, and again on

their 15th anniversary for a possible second adjustment.

Any increases granted are made possible because of the

successful operation of the Pension Reserve. Increases

are made without additional cost to either employee or

employer members. No pension can be decreased as a
result of these reviews. 

In 2004, the pensions commenced in 1995 were

reviewed for a possible first adjustment. These pensions

received an average increase of 2.84%. The pensions

commenced in 1989 were reviewed for a possible

second adjustment in 2004. Modest increases averaging

about 1/2 of 1% were made to the 1989 pensions.

Condolences

The Board of Directors wishes to extend their condolences

to the families and friends of the pensioners who passed

away in 2004.

EDUCATION
Through its education programs, the Pension Plan

continues to promote its vision of a “balanced and

planned approach” to retirement saving. As the Plan

moves into the world of “investment choice” for non-

retired members and the retirement income options

available to our retired members continue to change and

develop, the Pension Plan’s education programs

continue to grow. Our Plan is recognized as a leader in

this area, offering a wide range of educational materials

and programs. 

The Plan’s Retirement Income Options (RIO)
workshop educates members on the options for

converting their pension funds into retirement

income. The workshop also informs our Saskatchewan

members approaching retirement about establishing a

“safe” annual withdrawal from Saskatchewan’s new

Prescribed RRIF. Overall participation in this program

increased again in 2004, with approximately 4,900

members and spouses participating in this workshop

since its introduction in 1995.

Strong interest in the Plan’s Retirement Planning
Seminar (RPS) continued in 2004, as the new

streamlined, one-day version of the RPS concluded its

second full year in operation. 

An equally important education program, primarily

designed for new members but available to all, is our

Future Financial Freedom “self study” financial

planning workbook. This publication places a special

emphasis on the message that financial planning

should begin at the earliest possible age. Over 2,000

copies of the workbook were distributed in 2004. 

Communication with the Plan’s pensioners continues

through the Annual Report, TimeWise magazine and

the web site. 

2004 DEVELOPMENTS 
Recent Changes in Legislation

Manitoba

Late in 2004, the Government of Manitoba announced

significant improvements to the flexibility of the

retirement income options available to Manitoba

members. Proposed amendments to the Manitoba

Pension Benefits Act will permit a one-time withdrawal

of up to 50% of the balance held by a retiree in a LIF or

LRIF. This effectively gives Manitoba members

discretionary control over the spending of their own

pension contributions and accumulated earnings.

The Society acknowledges the effort of its Manitoba

delegates, Credit Union Central of Manitoba, Co-

operative Trust, the Credit Union Managers’

Association of Manitoba, the Co-operative Retailing

System and the Co-op Managers’ Association. Special

thanks to these individuals and organizations for their

role in promoting and encouraging positive change for

Manitoba members.
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Saskatchewan

Several housekeeping amendments to pension legislation

in Saskatchewan are to be proclaimed early in the 2005.

One of these will ensure that additional voluntary

contributions (AVC’s) to a money purchase pension plan,

like the CSS Pension Plan, are “creditor proof”. 

Another will permit a non-member spouse to waive

entitlement to a member’s pre-retirement death benefit.

This change is particularly important to members in

“second marriage” situations who wish to keep their

estates separate for the benefit of their families.

Federal

Important amendments to Canada’s Income Tax Act

Regulation were included in the 2004 Federal Budget.

When passed, they will permit members of defined

contribution or money purchase pension plans, like the

CSS Pension Plan, to maintain their accounts throughout

retirement, taking annual withdrawals to provide

retirement income. Currently, members must either

purchase a pension or withdraw their equity from the

Plan by the end of the year in which they reach age 69.

Policy and Planning

The Directors continually monitor the external

environment and the changing needs of Plan members

to determine the Plan’s future direction. Their ultimate

objective is to ensure that the Plan fulfills its mission –

to enable employees of member Co-operatives and

Credit Unions to prepare for and fund their

retirements.5

On the recommendation of the Directors, Delegates

made important changes to the Bylaws and to the Rules

and Regulations in 2004. These included:

• a redistribution of the employer delegates to

reflect recent growth in the number of credit

union employer members in Manitoba.

• new Rules & Regulations to enable the Board to

create multiple investment options for members.

Following the 2004 Annual Meeting and the passage of

the Plan’s new Rules, the Board amended the Plan’s

investment policy to create a second investment fund –

a Money Market Fund – to help members nearing

retirement preserve their pension equity. The Money

Market Fund became available to members on January

25, 2005, following the 2004 Income Allocation.

CONCLUSION
Future Return Expectations

Given the NRL portfolio’s “balanced” asset mix, its

return will continue to be volatile in the future. The

market value of the investments held in the portfolio is

expected to fluctuate in response to economic cycles

and political events. The Plan’s investment policy,

however, should help to reduce short-term losses to our

members’ retirement savings while generating long-

term average returns sufficient to provide a reasonable

standard of living in retirement.

The Board and Management, with advice from the

Plan’s consultants, have developed diversification and

risk management strategies to help maintain an

acceptable level of risk for pension savings. These

strategies will not produce the exceptionally high short-

term returns earned each year in whatever may be the

“hot” sector of the economy, but neither will they

produce exceptionally low returns. Strong equity

returns and decent bond returns resulted in a “double

digit” income allocation to members in 2004. This

happy result will not occur every year, however. The

fifty-six year historical average return of the CSS

Pension Plan is 8.43%. 

Long-term returns for the various asset classes included

in the NRL portfolio should produce an adequate pension

for long serving members of the Plan. History shows,

however, that markets can out-perform these long-term

averages for extended periods, as they did from 1984 to

1999, and can also under-perform these long-term

averages over equally long periods, as they did from 1961

to 1980.6 The Board continues to remind members to

focus on the long-term. Members should keep in mind

7

5 In 2003, the Board adopted a revised mission/vision statement

for the Co-operative Superannuation Society that is reproduced

in full on page 1 of this Annual Report.

6 Over the past 40 years, the S&P 500 Index (U.S. large cap

stocks) has taken as long as 19 years (i.e. 1961 to 1980) and as

little as 3 years (i.e. 1995 to 1998) to double in value. The

recent experience of investors must be put in perspective with

longer-term market results to develop a suitable long-term

investment strategy.



that the portfolio’s short-term performance in any given year could be

significantly higher or lower than its long-term average. 

2005 Outlook

Economic forecasters are divided on whether slowing corporate profits,

ballooning U.S. federal and trade deficits and increasing U.S interest rates

will result in a weaker year for equities in 2005. Forecasts for Canadian

bonds suggest below average returns as bond prices are expected to fall in

response to interest rate increases and higher inflation. And as we continue

to see all too often, markets are subject to the impacts of natural disasters,

political events, war and acts of terrorism.

Political and economic uncertainty can challenge the short-term

performance of our investment managers. Over the longer term, however,

we expect the Non-Retired Lives portfolio to produce an average return in

line with its long-term historical average. 

By posting competitive long-term returns, the Plan will continue to give our

members confidence that their pensions will be adequate to provide

reasonable comfort in retirement. Although real rates of return are expected

to trend down towards longer-term averages, the Board anticipates that the

Plan will continue to exceed its real return objective of 3%. 

Thanks . . .

As we do every year, the Board, on behalf of Plan members, would like to

thank our staff, external portfolio managers, auditors, actuaries, and

consultants for their efforts on our behalf. We appreciate their dedication

and commitment to our Plan, our members and their retirement goals.
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NON-RETIRED MEMBERS
Net Assets: The market value of the Net Assets

increased to $2,050,485,000 as of December 31, 2004,

compared with $1,858,373,000 as of December 31,

2003. After taking into account Investment Income,

Changes in the Market Value of Investments, Employee

and Employer Contributions, Administrative Expenses,

Equity Transferred/Paid Out, and Equity Transferred to

Retired Lives portfolio, the Net Assets increased by

$192,112,000 in 2004 (please refer to Graph 1).

Expenses: For 2004, the CSS Pension Plan paid an

amount equivalent to 13.9 basis points of Net Assets for

outside investment management services (100 basis

points equals 1%). This compares very favourably with

the average fee of 26.9 basis points paid by Canadian

pension plans with assets of more than $1 billion (as

reported in a 2004 survey). In fact when all administra-

tion expenses are taken into account for 2004, the Plan’s

total expenses equate to 19.3 basis points, which is still

less than the average fee paid by the plans surveyed for

outside investment management alone.

Income Allocation Rate: The 2004 income

allocation rate was 11.18%, making the 10-year average

income allocation rate 10.09%. The real allocation rate

for 2004 was 9.08% after taking into account the

national average inflation rate of 2.1% (i.e., 11.18% - 2.1%

= 9.08%). The 10-year and 20-year average real alloca-

tion rates are 8.07% and 8.00% respectively, both of

which exceed the Plan’s long-term real allocation rate

objective of 3% (please refer to Graph 2). 

Employee Members: The number of non-
retired employee members of the CSS Pension Plan
increased to 30,649 at the end of 2004 (up from 29,809
at the end of 2003). The number of active members (i.e.,
those members employed by an employer member and
contributing to the Plan) increased by 3% in 2004 to
17,137. The number of inactive members (i.e., those

TO BE PRESENTED BY 

Bill Turnbull, General
Manager, to the 2005 
Annual Meeting, 
Wednesday, 
March 23, 2005

In 2004, the Non-Retired
Lives portfolio recorded
a net investment gain of
$202,405,461. In accor-
dance with the income
allocation policy, the
2004 income allocation
rate is 11.18%, making
the 10-year average
income allocation 
rate 10.09%.
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members who have funds in the Plan but are no longer
employed by an employer member) was 13,512 (up from
13,186 at the end of 2003). The average age of the non-
retired members of the Plan increased to 44.31 (please
refer to Table 1 and Graph 3).

Member Service Activities: 
Individual Consultations: Approximately 85 individual
counselling sessions with members seeking information
about their funds in the Plan were held in the Pension
Plan’s office during 2004. In addition, about another 20
such sessions were held in conjunction with member
service activities outside the office.

Retirement Income Options (RIO) workshops: The half-day
RIO workshop provides participating employees and
spouses with an overview of all the retirement income
options available in respect of the funds in their pension
accounts. Five RIO workshops were held in Yorkton,
Portage la Prairie, Grande Prairie, Russell and Saskatoon
(a sixth workshop scheduled for Medicine Hat was
cancelled due to insufficient registration). Total
attendance for the five workshops in 2004 was 391
participants (246 members and 145 spouses), while
overall attendance to the 54 workshops held since 1995 is
approximately 4,900. The Plan would like to extend its
appreciation to Co-operative Trust for its involvement in
the 2004 RIO workshops.

Retirement Planning Seminars (RPS): The RPS is
designed for employees aged 50 and over. Through group
discussion, various exercises, presentations, and with the
help of visiting resource authorities participants examine
various retirement-related topics. Topics include health,
wills and estates, housing, the psychology of aging,
sources of income and financial planning. Six seminars
were held in 2004 in Swift Current (2), Saskatoon (2),
Mississauga and Red Deer. A seventh RPS scheduled for

Carman MB in October was cancelled due to insufficient
registration. Total attendance to the six seminars was 125
(84 members and 41 spouses).

Information Meetings: In 2004, four information meetings
covering key aspects of the Plan were held in the following
locations: Calgary (2), Elbow SK, and one via the Internet. 

Pension Projections: During 2004 approximately 2,300
personalized sets of pension projections were prepared
for employee members of the Plan.

TimeWise: The semi-annual TimeWise magazine, which
contains articles and information about the Pension Plan
and related topics, such as changes to government pension
legislation and pensions and retirement in general was
published and distributed to all active employee members
and pensioners in March and October.

Annual Report: The 2003 Annual Report, which contains
a full review of the Plan’s activities, including a complete
investment review and financial statements of the Plan,
was published and distributed in March to all members
of the Plan. 

Quarterly Updates: The Quarterly Updates were sent to all
employer members after each quarter. The Update
contains information about the year-to-date portfolio
performance, the asset mix at the end of the quarter, and
various topical news items for members. The employer is
asked to share the information contained in the Quarterly
Update with the employee members. This information is
also posted in the “What’s New” section of the web site.

Annual Statements: The 2003 Annual Statements,
which provide a comprehensive and detailed report of
each member’s account, were printed and distributed in
February 2004.

Future Financial Freedom (FFF): FFF is a financial
planning home study course, which provides an

MANAGEMENT REPORT
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5,013

8,022

4,102
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REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION: 
ACTIVE MEMBERS

AGE DISTRIBUTION

TABLE 1

AGE FEMALE MALE TOTAL TOTAL % 

Under 25 704 662 1,366 4.46 

25 - 29 1,419 1,155 2,574 8.40 

30 - 34 1,851 1,481 3,332 10.87 

35 - 39 2,187 1,595 3,782 12.34 

40 - 44 3,309 2,061 5,370 17.52 

45 - 49 3,452 2,126 5,578 18.20 

50 - 54 2,498 1,908 4,406 14.38 

55 - 59 1,507 1,317 2,824 9.21 

60 - 64 603 610 1,213 3.96 

65 & over 83 121 204 .67 

TOTAL 17,613 13,036 30,649 100.00
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introduction and overview of basic financial planning
principles. Over 2,000 FFF workbooks were distributed
to new members who joined the Pension Plan in 2004. 

Web Site: 2004 was the seventh full-year of operation for
the Pension Plan’s web site. As of December 31, 2004
some 1,148 members had requested their Personal
Access Number, thereby allowing them to access their
account balances, etc. via the web site. 

Trade Shows: The Plan participated in the annual Credit
Union Manager’s Association conference trade shows
for Saskatchewan and Manitoba, which were held in
Saskatoon and Winnipeg respectively. 

Repayments and Transfers: In 2004, the Plan processed
489 cash repayments, which amounted to $3,546,113
(an average of $7,251). This compares with 548 cash
repayments in 2003 for $2,569,290 (an average of
$4,688).

In addition to the retiring members that transferred
funds into various retirement income products, there
were a total of 635 transfers into Locked-In Retirement
Accounts (LIRAs) and RRSPs with various financial
institutions in 2004. There were 364 transfers to LIRAs
that totaled $29,764,343 for an average of $81,770 (this
compares with 522 transfers in 2003 that totaled
$46,190,648 for an average of $88,488). The remaining
271 transfers to RRSPs totaled $4,856,229 for an
average $17,919 (this compares with 330 transfers in
2003 that totaled $7,540,583 for an average of $22,850).

Included in the above transfers were 21 transfers of
members’ funds as a result of marriage breakdown.

RETIRED MEMBERS
Despite the historically low long-term interest rates, 219
retiring members started a monthly pension directly

from the Plan in 2004, at an average age of 60.19

years. This compares with the 245 pensions that were

started in 2003 at an average age of 60.22 years.

Retiring members of the Plan continue to be attracted

to the flexibility offered by retirement income vehicles

available through financial institutions (i.e., Life

Income Funds, Locked-in Retirement Income Funds,

and Prescribed RRIFs). As a result, in addition to the

219 pensions commenced in 2004, there were 180

transfers into lifetime retirement income vehicles with

other institutions (please refer to Table 2). 

There were approximately 5,500 retired members

receiving a monthly pension directly from the Plan at

the end of 2004. We extend our sincere condolences to

the families and friends of the 111 pensioners who

passed away in 2004.

EMPLOYER MEMBERS
After taking into account the many employer

amalgamations, several withdrawals and dissolutions, and

four new employer organizations that joined the Pension

Plan in 2004, the number of employer organizations

participating in the Plan at year-end was 503 (down from

513 at the end of 2003) (please refer to Graph 4). We extend

a warm welcome to the following employers, and their

employees that joined the CSS Pension Plan in 2004: 

• Amaranth Credit Union, Amaranth MB

• Arrowwood Co-op, Arrowwood AB

• Grand Rapids Co-op, Grand Rapids MB

• Ontario Co-operative Association, Guelph ON

DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS AT RETIREMENT: 2004

# TOTAL AVERAGE 
Monthly pension from 

CSS Pension Plan 219 $24,987,106 $114,096 

Life Income Funds (LIFs) 27 $4,876,738 $180,620 

Locked-in Retirement 

Income Funds (LRIFs) 13 $1,941,120 $149,316 

Prescribed RRIFs (PRRIFs) 104 $15,701,660 $150,997 

Registered Retirement 

Income Funds (RRIFs) 27 $1,403,404 $51,977 

Life Annuities 1 $20,000 $20,000 

Other Registered 

Pension Plans 8 $198,620 $24,827

TABLE 2

AB, BC & N. Canada: 105

Saskatchewan: 276

MB & E. Canada: 122
70 Co-ops

52

Credit

Unions
89

Co-ops

16 Credit Unions

172 

Co-ops

104 Credit

Unions

GRAPH 4

REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION: 
EMPLOYER MEMBERS
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The year began with a wave of enthusiasm following the

strong close to 2003. There was optimism that the U.S.

economy was on a path of strong growth that would lead

a global recovery. Equity markets continued to advance.

But as the year passed, optimism was tempered with

concerns that higher interest rates, rising oil prices,

instability in Iraq, and a potential economic slowdown in

China would slow growth and impact corporate earnings.

The price of oil was a dominant factor in the second half

of the year. Oil prices rose on fears that supplies would

be disrupted by geopolitical unrest, by terrorists, or by

tropical storms in the Gulf of Mexico. Equity markets

rebounded late in the year as the price of oil eased and

the uncertainty associated with the U.S. presidential

election was dispelled by a clear victory.

For the third successive year, the Canadian dollar rose

against the U.S. dollar. The Bank of Canada

maintained an interest rate gap between Canada and

the U.S. for much of the year. Commodity prices rose.

And the U.S. dollar came under pressure as the

deficits in that economy continued to grow. The

Canadian dollar gained 8.1% on the U.S. dollar in

2004 (please refer to Table 1). 

NON-RETIRED LIVES 
PORTFOLIO
The total market value of the NON-RETIRED LIVES

portfolio increased from $1.85 billion at the end of

2003 to $2.04 billion at the end of 2004 (please refer to
Graph 1).

The strategic asset mix defined in the Plan’s Statement

of Investment Policies and Goals provides for a broadly

diversified portfolio giving equal emphasis to equities

and fixed income investments. Although equities are

expected to outperform fixed income securities over the

long term, a neutral asset mix was adopted to earn a

2004 MARKET RETURNS

S&P/TSX Composite Index  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 14.48%

CPMS TSX Cap 10 Index  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 14.49%

S&P 500 Index

in terms of Canadian dollars  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 2.60%

S&P 400 Index

in terms of Canadian dollars  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 7.99%

MSCI EAFE Index

in terms of Canadian dollars  .  .  .  .  .  . 11.49%

MSCI World excluding Canada Index

in terms of Canadian dollars  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 6.62%

Scotia Capital Universe Bond Index  .  .  .  .  . 7.15%

TABLE 1

GRAPH 1

43.8%

Fixed Income

46.0%

Fixed Income

54.0%

Equity

56.2%

Equity

2003 2004

NON-RETIRED LIVES PORTFOLIO STRUCTURE

TO BE PRESENTED BY 

Eldon Braun,
Investment Manager, 
to the 2005 Annual
Meeting, 
Wednesday, March
23, 2005

2004 was another
good year for
investors.
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reasonable return while limiting risk to the Plan’s

diverse membership (please refer to Table 2). 

Broad asset mix guidelines, which define a minimum

and maximum for each asset class, allow for some

deviation from the strategic asset mix to take a more

defensive position when economic conditions are

adverse and a more aggressive position when markets

are strong. U.S. and non-North American equities

represent two-thirds of the equity investments in 

the mix.

To increase the pool of skills available to the Plan and

reduce manager-specific risk, a team of five outside

investment management firms is employed. Three

managers use an “active” management style – they try

to add value to the market index against which their

performance is judged. Two managers use a “passive”

management style – they try to match the return of an

index by holding securities that replicate that index.

The passively managed assets form a core that, by

tracking market performance, will reduce the risk of

having the total portfolio underperform the market

(please refer to Graph 2). 

The Plan’s investment performance is measured in

three ways:

1. The performance of each asset class is measured

against a benchmark that serves as a proxy for the

market in which the Plan is invested. For example,

the return on the Plan’s actively managed Canadian

equities is expected to exceed the total return on an

index that is similar to the S&P/TSX Composite

Index but limits the size of any constituent stock to

10% of the total capitalization of the index. The

TABLE 2

STRATEGIC NON-RETIRED LIVES 

MANDATE MINIMUM ASSET MIX MAXIMUM 2003 2004

Equities

Canadian Equities

Active 12% 16.2% 17.4%

Passive 5 5.5 5.8

Total Canadian 10% 17% 27% 21.7% 23.2%

Foreign Equities

U.S.

Mid cap - Active 6% 4.5%

- Passive 4.4%

Large cap - Passive 7 7.9 8.0

Global 8 8.5 8.7

Non-North American

Active 6 6.3% 6.7%

Passive 6 5.1 5.2

Total Foreign 21% 33% 45% 32.3% 33.0%

Total Equities 31% 50% 60% 54.0% 56.2%

Real Estate 0   5  

Fixed Income

Bonds

Active 30% 26.2% 24.8%

Passive 18 18.2 17.7 

Total Bonds 36% 48% 58% 44.4% 42.5%

Mortgages 0   5   

Short Term 1   2 20   1.6 1.3

Total Fixed Income 40% 50% 69% 46.0% 43.8%



return on the Plan’s actively managed bonds is

expected to exceed the return on the Scotia Capital

Universe Bond Index. To the extent that the Plan’s

returns exceed those of the benchmark, the value of

active management can be assessed. In the case of

passively managed assets, the Plan’s returns are

expected to closely track the returns of the

benchmark.

2. The portfolio’s total return is measured against a

composite benchmark. The benchmark portfolio is a

hypothetical portfolio that incorporates the weights

defined in the Plan’s strategic asset mix policy: 

• 17% invested in Canadian equities; 

• 13% in U.S. equities; 

• 8% in global equities (equity markets of the world

excluding Canada); 

• 12% in non-North American equities; 

• 48% in bonds; and 

• 2% in short term investments. 

Based on the weights in the benchmark portfolio,

the total return objective is calculated, in terms of

Canadian dollars, as an aggregate of the returns on

the:

• CPMS TSX Cap 10 Index, 

• S&P/TSX Composite Index, 

• Standard and Poor’s 500 Index, 

• Standard and Poor’s 400 Index, 

• MSCI World excluding Canada Index, 

• MSCI Europe, Australia, and Far East Index, 

• Scotia Capital Universe Bond Index, and 

• Scotia Capital 91-day Canadian Treasury 

Bill Index.

The Plan’s primary objective is to earn a rate of return

that exceeds the return that might have been earned

on a benchmark portfolio over rolling four-year

periods. Since a longer-term measure is considered to

have greater relevance, reliability, and lower volatility

than a one-year measure of performance, it has been

a common practice within the pension industry to

calculate performance over a four-year period. 

3. Finally, the portfolio’s total return is compared with

inflation. The Plan’s long-term investment goal is to

achieve an annualized return of at least 3% in excess

of Canada’s Consumer Price Index. This goal, which

will be assessed over longer periods of time, i.e. over

ten years or more, is consistent with the overall level

of investment risk that the Plan might assume to

meet the long-term goals of its members. 

For 2004, the total return on the NON-RETIRED LIVES

portfolio was 11.34% while the benchmark portfolio’s

return was 9.69%. For the four-year period ended
December 31, 2004, the portfolio’s annualized total
return of 5.34% met the objective by exceeding the
benchmark portfolio’s return of 3.90% for the same
period.
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EQUITY INVESTMENTS
(please refer to Graph 3)

CANADIAN EQUITIES

The S&P/TSX Composite posted another double-digit

result recording a total return of 14.48% for the year. The

rebound in Canadian equity prices that began in 2003

continued through much of the first quarter on strength

in the recovery of the global economy and corporate

profits. As speculation grew that the U.S. Federal Reserve

must raise the fed funds rate from 1%, investors worried

that higher interest rates would impact the economy and

corporate profits. The price of oil became a dominant

factor in the third quarter. While most major industrial

nations are net importers of oil, Canada is a net exporter

of oil. Higher prices resulted in higher oil revenues and

an improved balance of trade. The S&P/TSX Composite

posted a total return of 7.18% for the fourth quarter – a

remarkable performance driven largely by worldwide

demand for Canadian commodities.

Canadian Equities – active

The Plan’s portfolio of actively managed Canadian

equities provided a total return of 18.50% for 2004

while the CPMS TSX Cap 10 Index recorded a total

return of 14.49%. 

Over the past year, only two sectors of the S&P/TSX

Composite managed to beat the index return. With a total

return of 30.29%, the Energy sector was the best

performing sector. Canadian oil and gas companies

benefited as the global demand for oil outstripped supply

and oil prices hit new highs. The Financials sector was

the next best performing sector with a return of 19.90%

– a low interest rate environment resulted in strong

lending activity. Rising 11.58% last year, there were widely

mixed returns in the Information Technology sector:

Research in Motion Limited advanced 127.81% while

Nortel Networks Corporation declined by 24.23%. The

poorest performing sector last year was the Health Care

sector which lost 17.33%.

Co-operators Investment Counselling Limited, the

Plan’s active Canadian equities manager, maintained an

emphasis on the commodity related sectors of the

market, the Energy and Materials sectors, while

avoiding the Health Care and Information Technology

sectors. Although a heavier weighting in the Energy

sector helped, stock selection was key to this portfolio’s

performance with better than sector returns in the

Materials, Telecommunications Services, Financials,

and Industrials sectors.

For the four-year period ended December 31, actively
managed Canadian equities provided the Plan with an
annualized return of 6.62%; the benchmark index
reported an annualized return of 3.28% for the same
period.

The structure of the Plan’s actively managed portfolio of

Canadian equities follows (please refer to Table 3 & Table 4).

TABLE 3

PORTFOLIO WEIGHT S&P/TSX COMPOSITE INDEX

WEIGHT 2004
SECTOR 31-DEC-03 31-DEC-04 31-DEC-04 TOTAL RETURN

Energy 15.32% 20.70% 18.51% 30.29%

Financials 32.63   31.61   32.84   19.90   

S&P/TSX Composite 14.48   

Telecommunications Services 4.35   3.82   5.23   12.11   

Information Technology 0.73   1.55   6.59   11.58   

Consumer Staples 4.50   4.46   4.46   10.47   

Consumer Discretionary 10.27   8.09   6.44   9.50   

Utilities 3.01   0.60   1.43   9.42   

Materials 21.81 21.18 16.94 6.66

Industrials 6.94   7.50   6.04   1.44   

Health Care 0.44   0.49   1.52   -17.33   

Total: 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%
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Canadian Equities – passive

The Plan holds units in a pooled fund managed by TD

Asset Management Quantitative Capital that replicates

the S&P/TSX Composite Index – substantially all of the

securities included in the index are held in the pooled

fund in the same proportion as carried in the index. 

The total return on this core portfolio is expected to

closely track the performance of the index. This

investment reported a total return of 14.47% for 2004;

the S&P/TSX Composite Index reported a total return

of 14.48% for the year. For the four years ended
December 31, passively managed Canadian equities
provided the Plan with an annualized total return of
2.98%; the benchmark index reported an annualized
return of 2.66% for the same period.

U.S. EQUITIES

By the end of December, the U.S. stock market had

posted back-to-back annual gains for the first time since

1999. The gains for 2004 came from a rally that began

on October 25th – just before the presidential election.

That rally, which was based on falling oil prices and

election relief – there was a clear victory in the

November presidential election – boosted the major U.S.

market indices from a position of loss to one of gain for

the year. In terms of U.S. dollars, the S&P 500 reported

a total return of 10.88% for the year and the S&P 400

reported 16.48%. However, returns were eroded for

Canadian investors by the strength of the loonie relative

to the U.S. dollar. In terms of Canadian dollars, the S&P

500 posted a total return of 2.60% and the S&P 400

reported 7.99%.

In the U.S., stock selection was key in achieving

satisfactory returns in all but the energy sector. Energy

sector companies recorded stellar performances as the

price of crude reached record-highs in October. Small-

and mid-cap stocks outperformed large-cap stocks; and

value stocks outperformed growth stocks in 2004.

U.S. Equities – Large Cap passive

The Plan holds units in a pooled fund managed by

Northwater Capital Management Inc that combines

S&P 500 Index futures contracts with Canadian “R-1

middle” or higher rated commercial paper to create a

synthetic U.S. equity investment hedged into Canadian

dollars. The futures contracts are not stocks, but

represent a right and obligation to buy the basket of

stocks listed in the index on a future date at an agreed

price. The value of these contracts changes daily as the

value of the index changes. By purchasing and holding

these two financial instruments – index futures

contracts and high-grade money market instruments –

the pooled fund is expected to earn a return that is very

nearly equal to the return on the index.

Northwater Capital Management Inc has developed

controls to limit the risks that might be associated with

purchasing equity index futures contracts. Since the use

of leverage is prohibited, the Plan’s exposure cannot

exceed the sum invested. Secondly, the equity index

futures contracts are bought and held to near maturity

and then rolled over into new futures contracts. The

strategy is a “buy and hold” strategy. Speculative trading

is not permitted. Lastly, changes in the value of the

futures contracts are settled in cash every day and added

to or subtracted from the value of the cash and Canadian

money market securities that make up the bulk of the

investment. This limits the Plan’s exposure to the daily

changes in the value of the index. The risk profile of this

investment is very similar to a cash investment in the

stocks represented by the index. And the last important

aspect of this investment strategy – the Canada Revenue

Agency recognizes this investment as Canadian content,

so it is not included in the 30% foreign content limit

defined by the Income Tax Act.

TABLE 4

% of actively
managed

Market Value Canadian
(thousands) Equities Portfolio

Bank of Nova Scotia $  23,435 6.59%

Power Corp of Canada 21,675 6.09   

Toronto-Dominion Bank 20,722 5.82   

Talisman Energy 19,420 5.46   

Encana 18,846 5.30   

Manulife Financial 17,301 4.86

Bank of Montreal 16,583 4.66

Teck Cominco ‘B’ 15,280 4.29

Petro-Canada 12,540 3.52

Cameco 10,823 3.04

TEN LARGEST HOLDINGS IN CANADIAN

EQUITIES PORTFOLIO
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The total return on this core portfolio is expected to

closely track the performance of the Index. For 2004,

this investment showed a total return of 11.37%; the

S&P 500 Index when hedged to Canadian dollars

reported a total return of 11.70% for the same period.

The natural hedge to Canadian dollars inherent in the

strategy employed – futures contracts supported by

Canadian money market instruments – was beneficial

for the Plan in 2004. As indicated earlier, the S&P 500

showed a return of 2.60% in terms of Canadian dollars.

For the four years ended December 31, passively
managed U.S. large cap equities provided the Plan with
an annualized return of -0.24%; the S&P 500 Index
hedged to Canadian dollars reported an annualized
return of -0.18% for the same period.

U.S. Equities – Mid Cap

The S&P 400 Mid-cap Index is the benchmark for some

of the U.S. equities held in the NON-RETIRED LIVES

portfolio. It is seen as being complimentary to the U.S.

equities component of the global equities portfolio, which

has a large-cap bias, and the Plan’s passively managed

U.S. equities which track the S&P 500 – large-cap U.S.

stocks. Since the S&P 400 is not fully correlated with

large-cap U.S. stocks, a mid-cap U.S. equities mandate

should reduce volatility in the NON-RETIRED LIVES

portfolio by improving the diversity of our U.S. exposure. 

The Plan’s active U.S. mid-cap equities mandate was

terminated in 2004 due to significant personnel

changes at Forstmann-Leff Associates LLC, the

investment management firm responsible for the

mandate, and a failure to meet the Plan’s four-year

objective. For the four-year period ended June 30,

2004, in terms of Canadian dollars, actively managed

U.S. mid cap equities provided an annualized total

return of -5.03%; the S&P 400 reported an annualized

return of 4.79% for the same period. The assets were

transferred to Northwater Capital Management Inc,

another of the Plan’s investment management firms,

to be invested in U.S. mid cap equities utilizing

synthetics – a passive mandate. The new mandate is

expected to closely track the S&P 400 at a lower cost. 

For 2004, U.S. mid cap equities provided the Plan with a

return of 10.66% for the year while a benchmark

constructed to track the S&P 400 in terms of Canadian

dollars to the end of September and the S&P 400 hedged

to Canadian dollars thereafter showed a return of 14.04%.

NON-NORTH AMERICAN EQUITIES

Canadian investors in non-North American equities

were rewarded in 2004 as most international markets

posted positive double-digit returns. But investors had to

be patient. There was a high level of geopolitical

uncertainty. The risk of terrorism did not diminish. And

the price of oil was a significant factor. The Canadian

dollar, which was strong against the U.S. dollar,

subtracted a small amount from the return for the EAFE

Index. For 2004, the EAFE Index reported a total return

of 12.67% in terms of local currencies, the currencies of

those countries contained in the index, and a total return

of 11.49% in terms of Canadian dollars. 

Non-North American Equities – active

The Plan’s investment in actively managed non-North

American equities consists of units in a pooled fund

holding a diverse portfolio of companies located in

Europe, and the Pacific Basin. The manager of the pool,

Sprucegrove Investment Management Ltd, takes a long-

term view and focuses on the selection of individual

companies using a bottom-up, research-driven

approach. Country and sector exposures are residuals of

the stock selection process. 

The pool invests in high quality companies at attractive

valuation levels – a “value” orientation. This approach

provides a double margin of safety – both in the

fundamental strength of the business and in the price

paid for it. As a result of this approach, returns tend to

TABLE 5

% of actively
Country managed pool

Wolseley U.K. 2.6%

Total France 2.5   

BPB Industries U.K. 2.4

Novartis Switzerland 2.4   

Allied Irish Banks Ireland 2.3   

Lloyds TSB Group U.K. 2.3   

United Utilities U.K. 2.3   

ABN Amro Holdings Netherlands 2.2

ENI Italy 2.2

Nestle Switzerland 2.2

TEN LARGEST HOLDINGS IN 

NON-NORTH AMERICAN EQUITIES POOL



lag in periods of exceptionally strong market

performance but generally tend to outperform in

periods of very weak market performance.

For the year, the pooled fund provided a total return of

16.03% while the EAFE Index reported a total return of

11.49% in terms of Canadian dollars. The manager’s

value style was rewarded as value stocks outperformed

growth stocks in 2004 (please refer to Table 5).

For the four years ended December 31, actively
managed non-North American equities provided an
annualized total return of 5.80%; the EAFE Index
reported an annualized return of -3.13% in terms of
Canadian dollars for the same period.

Non-North American Equities – passive

The Plan holds units in a pooled fund managed by

Northwater Capital Management Inc that combines

Canadian “R-1 middle“ or higher rated commercial

paper, and index futures contracts from eleven of the

twenty-one countries represented in the EAFE Index

(specifically Australia, France, Germany, Hong Kong,

Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,

and the United Kingdom) plus the Euro Stoxx 50 to

create a synthetic non-North American equity

investment hedged into Canadian dollars. The Canada

Revenue Agency recognizes this investment as Canadian

content with respect to the 30% foreign content limit of

the Income Tax Act.

For 2004, the Plan’s units in this pooled fund reported

a return of 11.44%; the EAFE Index when hedged to

Canadian dollars reported a total return of 13.42% for

the year. 

For the four years ended December 31, passively managed
non-North American equities provided an annualized total
return of -4.52%; the EAFE Index hedged to Canadian
dollars reported an annualized return of -3.88% for the
same period (please refer to Table 6).

Global Equities

The Plan’s portfolio of global equities is managed by

Brandes Investment Partners LP. This portfolio holds a

mix of U.S. and non-North American equities and

within limits that mix can vary. A bottom-up “value”

style of management is employed. Sound businesses

trading at attractive valuations and offering long-term

appreciation potential with a reasonable margin of

safety are sought out and held. While the manager

monitors short-term market developments, their

investment philosophy focuses on a company-by-

company analysis with a long-term perspective.

The Plan’s portfolio of global equities provided a total

return of 14.64% for 2004 while the MSCI World

excluding Canada Index reported 6.62% in terms of

Canadian dollars. The Plan’s portfolio of global equities

had a substantial commitment to the diversified

telecommunications, and commercial banks industries

which contributed to the year’s performance.

For the four-year period ended December 31, actively
managed global equities provided the Plan with an
annualized return of 2.53%; the benchmark index, the
MSCI World excluding Canada Index, reported an
annualized return of -5.03% for the same period 
(please refer to Table 7).
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TABLE 7

Market Value % of Global
Country (thousands) Equities

Portfolio

Nestle Switzerland $5,643 3.21%

Merck U.S. 5,434 3.10   

Unilever Netherlands 5,150 2.93   

Schering-Plough U.S. 4,778 2.72   

Bristol-Myers Squibb U.S. 4,614 2.63   

Safeway U.S. 4,591 2.62   

Kroger U.S. 4,508 2.57   

Hitachi Japan 4,317 2.46   

GlaxoSmithKline U.K. 4,261 2.43   

Pfizer U.S. 4,130 2.35

TEN LARGEST HOLDINGS IN GLOBAL

EQUITIES PORTFOLIO
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TABLE 6

COUNTRY RETURNS AND WEIGHTINGS - MSCI INDICES

CSS ACTIVELY MANAGED CSS ACTIVELY

2004 RETURN 2004 RETURN MSCI EAFE NON-NORTH MSCI WORLD MANAGED

IN LOCAL IN CANADIAN WEIGHTING AMERICAN EQUITIES WEIGHTING GLOBAL EQUITIES

COUNTRY CURRENCY DOLLARS 31-DEC-04 WEIGHTING 31-DEC-04 31-DEC-04 WEIGHTING 31-DEC-04

EUROPE

Austria 59.17% 59.03% 0.4% 0.2%

Norway 39.52   42.10   0.6   0.3   

Greece 35.54   35.42   0.6   1.3% 0.2   

Belgium 33.19   33.08   1.3   0.6   

Ireland 32.77   32.65   0.9   5.3  0.4   

Sweden 25.86   26.35   2.5   1.1   

Italy 22.94   22.84   4.3   3.1   1.9 2.4%   

Denmark 21.27  21.29   0.8  0.5   0.3   

Spain 19.65  19.54   4.1   2.1   1.8 5.5   

Portugal 15.71   15.62   0.4   0.2   

United Kingdom 11.49   10.86   25.0   27.2   11.1   10.0

France 9.95  9.85   9.4   4.2   4.2   3.0

Germany 7.80   7.71  7.0  3.9   3.1   7.2

Switzerland 5.70   6.58   6.8   11.6   3.0   5.2

Netherlands 4.15   4.07   4.8   4.3   2.1   8.1

Finland -1.50   -1.58   1.4   0.4   0.6

Total: 70.3% 63.9% 31.1% 41.4%

PACIFIC RIM

New Zealand 22.86% 25.32% 0.2% 0.1%

Australia 25.28   20.85   5.1   1.4% 2.2   

Hong Kong 25.12   15.88   1.7   7.5   0.8   

Singapore 17.54   13.36   0.8   3.1   0.4   0.7   

Japan 10.78   7.43   21.9   14.2   9.7   10.8   

Total: 29.7% 26.2% 13.1% 11.5%

Canada 13.31% 13.31% 2.9%

United States 10.14   2.12   52.9   39.2%

EMERGING MARKETS

Hungary 66.85   77.54   0.4%

Mexico 47.13  37.52   3.7 1.0%   

South Africa 22.30   34.36   0.4   

Brazil 24.72   25.61   1.2   3.6

Chile 20.06   18.69   0.2   

South Korea 6.04   13.17   0.6   1.5

Malaysia 15.17   6.78   0.5   

Russia 5.46  -2.22 1.0

Total: 7.0% 7.1%

Cash 2.9% 0.8%

Total: 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%



FIXED INCOME 
INVESTMENTS
At the end of 2004, 43.8% of the NON-RETIRED LIVES

portfolio was in fixed income investments (46.0% at the

end of 2003) (please refer to Graph 4).

BONDS

Early in the year, the interest rate cuts made by the Bank

of Canada supported Canadian bonds but in the second

quarter, as it became apparent that the central bank

would soon find it necessary to increase interest rates,

bonds came under pressure. With a decline of 2.02% for

the quarter ended June 30th, the Scotia Capital Universe

Bond Index recorded its worst quarterly performance in

ten years – its worst performance since 1994. Bonds

rallied in the third quarter on the prospect that the rise

in energy prices would curb consumer spending and

temper economic growth.

The Scotia Capital Universe Bond Index reported a total

return of 7.15% for the year (total return is an aggregate

of interest income and gains or losses in price). Yields

were down in 2004. The yield curve continued to

flatten as long yields declined more than short. 91-day

treasury bills began the year at an average yield of

2.58% and ended the year at 2.46% – a decline of 12

basis points. The average yield on bonds with

maturities of more than 10 years was 5.48% at the

beginning of the year and 5.16% at the end – a decrease

of 12 basis points. Long-term bonds with a return of

10.26% outperformed all other maturities. Short-term

bonds, bonds having maturities of 1 to 5 years, recorded

the poorest performance with a return of 5.07%. In

terms of sectors, provincial bonds outperformed all

other sectors with a return of 7.85%. Municipal bonds

were next best with a return of 7.37%. Corporate bonds

reported a return of 7.29% and Government of Canada

bonds (federal bonds) reported a return of 6.65% for

the year. Real return bonds were standout performers

in 2004; the Scotia Capital RRB Index reported a return

of 17.53% for the year.

Bonds – Active

This bond portfolio, which is managed by Co-operators

Investment Counselling Limited, provided a total return

of 7.61% for the year, while the Scotia Capital Universe

Bond Index reported a total return of 7.15%. In addition to

maintaining a portfolio that was appropriately structured

to benefit as the yield curve flattened, the manager added

value by holding and trading real return bonds.

For the four-year period ending December 31, this
portfolio of bonds provided an annualized total return
of 7.66% matching the annualized return reported for
the Scotia Capital Universe Bond Index for the same
period (please refer to Table 8).

This is a portfolio of high quality bonds. 95.1% of the

bonds and debentures in this portfolio are rated “A” or

better by recognized bond-rating agencies.

Bonds – passive

The Plan holds units in a pooled fund managed by TD

Asset Management Quantitative Capital that replicates

the Scotia Capital Universe Bond Index – all

INVESTMENT REPORT

TABLE 8

Scotia Capital CSS Actively
Universe Bond Managed

Index Bonds

Weights:

Federal 45.42% 39.12%

Provincial 25.70   16.30   

Municipal 1.28   4.01   

Corporate 27.60   40.57   

Portfolio Characteristics:

Yield 4.13% 4.13%

Duration 6.14 years 6.78 years

Term 9.62 years 10.54 year

GRAPH 4

Short 

Term 3.4%

Bonds 96.6% Bonds 97.0%

2003 2004

Short 

Term 3.0%

NON-RETIRED LIVES FIXED INCOME INVESTMENTS
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characteristics of the index are matched as closely as

practicable in the pooled fund (please refer to Table 9). 

The total return on this core portfolio is expected to

closely track the performance of the Index. For 2004, this

pooled fund reported a total return of 7.08% while the

Scotia Capital Universe Bond Index showed a return of

7.15%. For the four years ended December 31, passively
managed bonds provided the Plan with an annualized
total return of 7.64%; the benchmark index reported an
annualized return of 7.66% for the same period.

SHORT-TERM

The Plan’s short-term portfolio contains high quality

commercial paper, rated “R1” by a recognized rating

service, and government treasury bills. For 2004, the

Plan’s short-term investments provided a return of

2.32%; the Scotia Capital 91-day Canadian Treasury Bill

Index showed a return of 2.30%. For the four year
period ended December 31, short term investments
provided the plan with an annualized total return of
3.18%; the benchmark reported an annualized return of
3.11% for the same period.

RETIRED LIVES 
PORTFOLIO
The total market value of the RETIRED LIVES portfolio

increased from $444 million at the end of 2003 to $471

million at the end of 2004. 

A horizon-matching strategy is employed in managing the

RETIRED LIVES portfolio. Based on the age of

pensioners, the types of pensions in pay, and a mortality

table, a schedule of pension payments is developed. The

portfolio’s structure is then optimized to provide adequate

cash in the form of income and principal receipts to meet

pension payments in the early years and to immunize the

portfolio beyond. Immunization is a portfolio

management technique that attempts to render a portfolio

immune to changes in interest rates by matching the

present value and duration of assets with the present

value and duration of liabilities.

The primary objective for the RETIRED LIVES portfolio

as set out in the Plan’s investment policy is to ensure that

the value of the assets meets or exceeds the present value

of the liabilities discounted at the internal rate of return

of those assets. As stated in NOTES TO THE
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS, an actuarial valuation at

December 31, 2003 found that the value of the assets

exceeded that of the pension liabilities. An internal

analysis indicates that, at the end of 2004, the RETIRED

LIVES portfolio remained adequately funded.

Bonds and debentures made up 97.7% of the RETIRED

LIVES portfolio; 2.3% of the portfolio consisted of high

quality short-term investments.

BONDS

This bond portfolio provided a total return of 8.71% for

the year, while the Scotia Capital Universe Bond Index

reported a total return of 7.15% (please refer to Table 10). 

This portfolio, managed by Co-operators Investment

Counselling Limited, is a portfolio of high quality

bonds. 100% of the bonds and debentures held are

rated “A” or better by recognized bond rating agencies.

TABLE 9

Scotia Capital
Universe Bond Pooled

Index Fund

Weights:

Federal 45.42% 45.27%

Provincial 25.70   25.70   

Municipal 1.28   1.35   

Corporate 27.60   27.68   

Portfolio Characteristics:

Yield 4.13% 4.13%

Duration 6.14 years 6.14 years

Term 9.62 years 9.50 years

TABLE 10

Scotia Capital Retired
Universe Bond Lives

Index Bonds

Weights:

Federal 45.42% 11.2%

Provincial 25.70   49.8

Municipal 1.28   1.1

Corporate 27.60   37.9

Portfolio Characteristics:

Yield 4.13% 4.83%

Duration 6.14 years 8.65 years

Term 9.62 years 14.25 years



MANAGEMENT’S

RESPONSIBILITY 

FOR FINANCIAL

INFORMATION

The financial statements of the Co-operative Superannuation Society (“the

Society”) and the CSS Pension Plan (“the Plan”) are prepared by Plan manage-

ment. The Society’s Board of Directors reviews and approves the financial

statements for publication on behalf of Plan members. 

The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with Canadian gen-

erally accepted accounting principles. Plan management is responsible for the

integrity, objectivity and consistency of the financial information presented.  The

Plan maintains records and develops and maintains systems of internal control

and supporting procedures to provide reasonable assurance that the assets held

by the Society on behalf of Plan members are safeguarded and controlled and

that investment and other transactions comply with the Plan’s Statement of

Investment Policies and Goals, the Plan’s Rules and the Society’s Act of

Incorporation and Bylaws. 

The Society’s external auditors, Deloitte & Touche LLP, have conducted an inde-

pendent examination of the financial statements in accordance with Canadian

generally accepted auditing standards and have performed tests and other pro-

cedures as they consider necessary to express an opinion in their Auditors’

Report. The external auditors have had full and unrestricted access to Plan man-

agement and the Society’s Board of Directors to discuss any issues relating to

the integrity of the Society’s financial reporting and the adequacy of the Plan’s

internal control systems. The external auditors have reported the outcome of

their review directly to the Board. 

January 21, 2005

Bill Turnbull

General Manager, 

CSS Pension Plan

Eldon Braun

Investment Manager,

CSS Pension Plan
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CO-OPERATIVE 
SUPERANNUATION 
SOCIETY 
PENSION PLAN
(Incorporated under a special
act of the Province of
Saskatchewan)

STATEMENT OF 
NET ASSETS 
AVAILABLE FOR
BENEFITS

as at December 31, 2004
(Thousands of dollars)

NON-RETIRED LIVES

2004 2003

ASSETS

Investments (Note 3) $ 2,043,732 $ 1,850,575 

Accrued investment income 5,091 5,414

Cash (Note 4) 1,169 1,544 

Accounts receivable 986 922 

Fixed assets 399 423 

Due from brokers — 274 

Interfund balance (Note 8) 79 79 

2,051,456 1,859,231

LIABILITIES

Due to brokers 164 — 

Accounts payable 807 858 

971 858 

NET ASSETS AVAILABLE FOR BENEFITS $2,050,485 $ 1,858,373 

REPRESENTED BY

Member contribution accounts 

(Note 6) $ 1,848,080 $ 1,631,582 

Allocations to members (Note 7) 202,405 226,791

$ 2,050,485 $ 1,858,373 

RETIRED LIVES

ASSETS

Investments (Note 3) $ 470,871 $ 444,328 

Accrued investment income 6,083 6,905 

476,954 451,233 

LIABILITIES

Accounts payable 288 282 

Interfund balance (Note 8) 79 79 

367 361 

NET ASSETS AVAILABLE FOR BENEFITS $ 476,587 $ 450,872 

REPRESENTED BY

Pension reserve $ 476,587 $ 450,872 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Director

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Director
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CO-OPERATIVE 
SUPERANNUATION 

SOCIETY 
PENSION PLAN

NON-RETIRED LIVES

STATEMENT OF
CHANGES IN
NET ASSETS

AVAILABLE FOR
BENEFITS

year ended 
December 31, 2004

(Thousands of dollars)

2004 2003

INCREASE (DECREASE) IN NET ASSETS

Investment income

Interest $ 44,604 $ 47,270 

Dividends

Canadian shares 6,066 7,550 

Foreign shares 7,028 3,528 

Pooled fund distributions 15,567 3,472 

Current period change in market 

values of investments 135,890 170,607

Other 222 293 

Interest on interfund balance 1 1 

209,378 232,721

Contributions

Employee 38,483 35,791 

Employer 35,280 32,424

73,763 68,215 

Administrative expenses 

Investment services (3,251) (3,202)

Salaries and employment costs (716) (670)

Operations (458) (356)

Membership control (143) (142)

Administrative expenses recovery 980 929 

(3,588) (3,441)

Equity repayments (59,761) (90,036)

Interest on equity repayments (2,547) (1,864) 

Non-vested funds to be returned to 

contributing employer (145) (125)

Equity transferred to Retired Lives (24,114) (28,874)

Interest on equity transferred to 

Retired Lives (873) (547) 

Supplemental payments (1) (1)

(87,441) (121,447)

INCREASE IN NET ASSETS 192,112 176,048

NET ASSETS AT BEGINNING OF YEAR 1,858,373 1,682,325 

NET ASSETS AT END OF YEAR $ 2,050,485 $ 1,858,373
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CO-OPERATIVE 
SUPERANNUATION 
SOCIETY 
PENSION PLAN

RETIRED LIVES

STATEMENT OF
CHANGES IN
NET ASSETS
AVAILABLE FOR
BENEFITS

year ended 
December 31, 2004
(Thousands of dollars)

2004 2003

INCREASE (DECREASE) IN NET ASSETS

Investment income

Interest $ 27,975 $ 28,101 

Current period change in market 

values of investments 10,592 9,895 

Other 23 13

38,590 38,009 

Pension paid (36,881) (35,214)

Interest on interfund balance (1) (1)

Administrative expenses (980) (929)

Equity transferred from 

Non-Retired Lives 24,114 28,874

Interest on equity transferred from 

Non-Retired Lives 873 547

(12,875) (6,723)

INCREASE IN NET ASSETS 25,715 31,286 

NET ASSETS AT BEGINNING OF YEAR 450,872 419,586

NET ASSETS AT END OF YEAR $ 476,587 $ 450,872
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year ended December 31, 2004

1. DESCRIPTION OF PLAN
A summary description of the 

Co-operative Superannuation

Society Pension Plan (the Plan)

appears below. For complete

information, refer to the 

Co-operative Superannuation

Society’s Act of Incorporation,

its Bylaws, and the Rules and

Regulations of the Co-operative

Superannuation Society 

Pension Plan.

(a) General
The Co-operative

Superannuation Society (“the

Society”) is a non-profit pension

society incorporated on a

membership basis by a private

Act of the Saskatchewan

Legislature. The Society serves as

administrator of the Co-operative

Superannuation Society Pension

Plan and as trustee of two

segregated investment portfolios

– the Non-Retired Lives Portfolio,

held on behalf of actively

contributing and deferred-vested

members, and the Retired Lives

Portfolio, held to support the

pensions of retired members.

The Co-operative

Superannuation Society Pension

Plan (“the Plan”) is a multi-

employer defined contribution

pension plan. The Plan includes

503 independent co-operatives

and credit unions and more

than 30,000 of their current

and past employees. The Plan

also pays pensions to more than

5,500 retired employees. Each

of these employers, employees

and retirees is a member of the

Society as well as of the Plan.

The Plan is registered under the

Income Tax Act (Canada) and

the Saskatchewan Pension

Benefits Act (Registration

Number 0345868) and is not

subject to income taxes.

(b) Funding Policy
Each participating employer must

establish a required contribution

rate between 0% and 9% of salary

or compensation. Employers

must deduct each employee’s

required contributions from

his/her salary and match that

contribution with an employer

contribution of an equal amount.

If the required contribution rate is

set at 0%, the employer must

contribute a minimum of 1% –

2% of each employee member’s

compensation. The Plan permits

both the employee and employer

to make additional voluntary

contributions to the Plan,

providing they are within the

annual contribution limit

prescribed by the Income Tax Act.

(c) Vesting
Employer contributions vest in

employees when employees

complete two years of

continuous service or when the

employee’s age plus years of

completed continuous service

equals a factor of 45. 

(d) Retirement
Employees who no longer work

for an employer member of the

Plan may commence a lifetime

retirement income upon

reaching age 50 or when the

employee’s age plus years of

completed continuous service

equals a factor of 75. A pension

is available from the Plan or the

member’s benefits may be

transferred to an insurer or

financial institution licensed to

provide lifetime retirement

income products. Benefits must

be used to start a pension or be

transferred into a lifetime

retirement income product by

December 31st of the year in

which the employee reaches

age 69.

(e) Pensions
The accumulated benefits of

members who choose to start a

pension provided by the Plan,

are transferred into the Pension

Reserve. Monthly pension

payments are paid from the

Reserve. Pensions provided by

the Plan may receive periodic,

ad hoc increases subject to the

solvency of the Reserve and the

policies adopted by the Plan’s

Board of Directors.

(f) Disability Pensions
In the event of termination due

to health, injury or disability, a

pension may commence at any

age subject to the Plan receiving

appropriate medical

confirmation.

(g) Death Benefits
In the event of a member’s

death prior to the

commencement of pension, the

member’s accumulated benefits

are paid to the member’s

spouse, beneficiary or estate in

accordance with provisions of

the Income Tax Act and

applicable pension legislation.

The Plan provides full vesting of

employer contributions on the

death of a member. 

(h)Termination Options
Upon final termination of

employment with any employer

participating in the Plan, an

employee member has the

following options:

Contributions and Allocations 

locked-in for pension

The member may elect to:

i) leave such benefits in the

Plan to commence a pension

when eligible to do so, or 

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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ii) at any time prior to the

commencement of a

pension, the member may

transfer such benefits to a

locked-in registered plan that

meets the conditions

prescribed by the Income

Tax Act and applicable

pension legislation.

Contributions and Allocations 

not locked-in for pension

The member may elect to:

i) leave such benefits in the

Plan to be combined with

other accounts in the

purchase of a pension, or

ii) at anytime prior to the

commencement of a

pension, the member may

request withdrawal of such

benefits in the form of a

cash payment or a qualified

transfer to a registered

retirement plan.

(i) Administrative and 
Investment Expense
Actual expenses incurred on

behalf of retired and non-

retired members are paid

directly from the Non-Retired

Lives Portfolio. Expenses

associated with the payment of

pensions and the investment of

the assets held to support the

payment of pensions are

reimbursed in the form of an

administrative charge paid on a

monthly basis to the Non-

Retired Lives Portfolio from the

Retired Lives Portfolio.

2. SUMMARY OF
SIGNIFICANT
ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Basis of Presentation
These financial statements are

prepared in accordance with

Canadian generally accepted

accounting principles. The

statements present the

combined operations of the 

Co-operative Superannuation

Society and the Co-operative

Superannuation Society Pension

Plan, independent of

participating employers and

plan members. 

Investment Transactions 
and Income
Investment transactions are

recognized on the trade date

(the date upon which

substantial risks and rewards

have been transferred).

Investment income consists of

earned income (interest and

dividends), realized gains and

losses on disposal of

investments, and unrealized

gains and losses resulting from

changes in the market value of

investments.

Average cost reflects the

purchase cost of the investment

and includes direct acquisition

costs.

Investment Valuation
Bonds and equities are stated at

market values as determined by

reference to quoted year-end

prices provided by independent

investment services

organizations. Pooled funds are

stated at the year-end unit values,

which reflect the market value of

the underlying securities.

Short-term investments are

recorded at cost, which together

with accrued interest or

discount earned, approximates

market value.

Mortgages are valued by

discounting the present value

of all income streams accruing

to the mortgage at current

market yields.

Foreign Currency Translation
Transactions in foreign

currencies are translated into

Canadian dollars at rates of

exchange prevailing on the

transaction date. Investments

denominated in foreign

currencies and held at the end

of the year are translated at

exchange rates in effect at year-

end. The resulting realized and

unrealized gains and losses are

included in investment income.

Financial Instruments
The carrying amounts of the

Plan’s receivables, payables, and

accruals approximate fair value

due to their short-term nature.

3. INVESTMENTS 
The Society serves as trustee of

two segregated investment

portfolios (please refer to Table A
and Table B).

The Non-Retired Lives Portfolio

contains the contributions and

accumulated earnings of the

Plan’s actively contributing and

deferred-vested members. It

holds a “balanced” portfolio of

Canadian and foreign equities,

Canadian bonds, short-term

investments and derivative

instruments.

CATEGORY 

Interest Income   

Dividend Income

Realized gains and losses for 

investments sold

Unrealized gains and losses for 

investments held

BASIS OF VALUATION

Accrual basis

Accrual basis on the ex-dividend date

Difference between proceeds on 

disposal and the average cost

Difference between market value 

and the average cost
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The Retired Lives

Portfolio contains a

portfolio of Canadian

bonds and short-

term investments.

The structure of the
two portfolios is
determined by the
Society’s Board of
Directors, which
sets the Plan’s
investment policy.
The Plan’s
Statement of
Investment Policies
and Goals conforms
with legislated
investment
regulations and best
practice guidelines
applicable to
pension trusts.

Interest Rate Risk
Interest rate risk
refers to the adverse
consequences of
interest rate
changes on the
Plan’s cash flows,
financial position,
and income. This
risk arises from
differences in the
timing and amount
of cash flows related
to the Plan’s assets
and liabilities. The
value of some of the
Plan’s assets is
affected by changes
in nominal interest
rates.

The Plan manages
interest rate risk in
the Non-Retired
Lives Portfolio by
establishing a target
asset mix that
provides for a mix
of interest-sensitive
investments and
investments subject
to other risks. A

NON-RETIRED LIVES PORTFOLIO (THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)

2004 2003
Investment Market Investment Market  Investment 
Type Value Percentage Value Percentage

Custodial Cash Accounts $ 1,565 $ 2,915 

Short-term 24,628 25,851

26,193 1.3% 28,766 1.6%

Bonds and Debentures

Federal 198,702 196,603 

Provincial 82,803 108,232 

Municipal 20,387 9,816 

Corporate 206,031 169,931 

Pooled Fund 361,529 337,616 

869,452 42.5% 822,198 44.4%

Equities

Canadian shares 355,762 306,765 

Pooled Fund Canadian 117,721 102,863 

Pooled Fund U.S. Indexed 254,414 146,515 

Pooled Fund Non-North

American Indexed 105,567 94,746 

833,464 40.8% 650,889 35.2%

Translated to Canadian 

dollars

U.S. shares 70,329 142,349 

Non-North American shares 107,844 88,778 

Pooled Fund 

Non-North American 136,450 117,595 

314,623 15.4% 348,722 18.8%

Total $ 2,043,732 100.0% $ 1,850,575 100.0%

TABLE A

RETIRED LIVES PORTFOLIO (THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)

2004 2003
Market Investment Market  Investment 
Value Percentage Value Percentage

Custodial Cash Accounts $ 11 $ 16 

Short-term 10,955 538 

10,966 2.3% 554 0.1%

Bonds and Debentures

Federal 51,595 51,613 

Provincial 229,123 222,539 

Municipal 4,928 11,451 

Corporate 174,259 158,171 

459,905 97.7% 443,774 99.9%

Total $ 470,871 100.0% $ 444,328 100.0%

TABLE B
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portion of the interest-sensitive

investments is actively managed

to allow for anticipation of

interest rate movements to

mitigate or take advantage of

changes in interest rates.

The Plan’s Non-Retired Lives

Portfolio has exposure to interest

rate risk as below (please refer to
Table C).

A horizon-matching strategy is

employed to structure the Retired

Lives Portfolio to provide

adequate income and principal

receipts to meet pension

payments in the early years and to

render the portfolio immune to

changes in interest rates beyond.

The Plan’s Retired Lives Portfolio

has exposure to interest rate risk

as below (please refer to Table D).

Credit Risk
Credit risk refers to the

potential loss arising from a

security issuer being unable to

meet its financial obligation.

Investment restrictions within

the Plan’s Statement of

Investment Policies and Goals

have been set to limit the credit

exposure to security issuers. At

time of purchase, bonds and

debentures must have a

minimum rating of “BBB” or

better for the Non-Retired Lives

Portfolio and “A” or better for

the Retired Lives Portfolio, and

short-term investments must be

rated as “R-1 low” or better

(ratings as provided by the

Dominion Bond rating Service

or equivalent). As at December

31, 2004, 100% (2003–100%)

of the Plan’s short-term

investments were rated “R-1

low” or better and 95.1%

(2003–96.2%) of the bonds and

debentures held in the Non-

Retired Lives Portfolio and

100% (2003 – 100%) of the

bonds and debentures held in

the Retired Lives Portfolio were

rated “A” or better.

Foreign Currency Risk
The Plan is exposed to currency

risk through holdings of foreign

equities and U.S.-pay bonds

where investment values may

fluctuate due to changes in

foreign exchange rates. The Plan

manages foreign currency risk

by investing in securities that

are strategically distributed over

several geographic areas to limit

exposure to any one foreign

currency. The Plan’s foreign

currency exposures were as

follows (please refer to Table E).

Securities Lending
The Plan has entered into a

securities lending agreement

with its custodian, CIBC Mellon

Global Securities Services

2004 2003
TERM TO MATURITY

Within 1 1 To 5 Over 5 Average Average
Year Years Years Total Yield Total Yield

(thousands of 

dollars)

Short-term 

investments $ 10,955 $ — $ — $ 10,955 2.52% $ 538 2.68%

Bonds 13,456 51,102 395,347 459,905 4.83% 443,774 5.15%

$ 24,411 $ 51,102 $ 395,347 $ 470,860 $ 444,312

TABLE D

2004 2003
TERM TO MATURITY

Within 1 1 To 5 Over 5 Average Average
Year Years Years Total Yield Total Yield

(thousands of 

dollars)

Short-term 

investments $ 24,628 $ — $ — $ 24,628 2.54% $ 25,851 2.69%

Bonds — 183,341 324,582 507,923 4.13% 484,582 4.35%

Bonds

- pooled fund — 164,351 197,178 361,529 4.13% 337,616 4.38%

$ 24,628 $ 347,692 $ 521,760 $ 894,080 $ 848,049

TABLE C



Company, to enhance portfolio

returns. The securities lending

program operates by lending

the Plan’s available securities to

approved borrowers. Credit risk

associated with the securities

lending program is mitigated by

requiring borrowers to provide

daily collateral with a market

value that exceeds the market

value of the loaned securities.

At December 31, 2004,

securities on loan had a market

value of $224.8 million (2003 -

$149.5 million); collateral held

to secure those loans had a

market value of $239.8 million

(2003 - $160.4 million).

4. CASH
The Plan has a revolving line of

credit with a financial

institution that provides for an

authorized limit of $1,000,000.

No amount has been advanced

as of December 31, 2004.

5. ACTUARIAL VALUATION
OF PENSION ASSETS AND
LIABILITIES
The pension payments of

retired members who chose to

receive a pension from the Plan

are paid from the Pension

Reserve which is supported by

the Retired Lives Portfolio. An

actuarial valuation of the Plan’s

pension assets and liabilities is

required every three years by

law. The most recent valuation

was conducted as at December

31, 2003. At that date, the Plan’s

actuary reported that the market

value of the assets held in the

Retired Lives Portfolio exceeded

the Plan’s pension liability

(please refer to Table F). 

6. MEMBER CONTRIBUTION
ACCOUNTS 
Required and voluntary

contributions from actively

contributing employees and

employers are credited to

members’ contribution

accounts as received. Members’

accounts are adjusted annually

at year-end to reflect the total

market return of the Non-

Retired Lives Portfolio for the

year. An adjustment based on

the estimated return on the

portfolio is also made when

benefits are withdrawn from the

Portfolio to start a pension,

when members transfer their

benefits out of the Plan, or
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CURRENCY 2004 2003

(thousands of dollars)

United States dollar $ 70,384 $ 144,119 

British pound sterling 55,177 43,573 

Euro 80,652 68,057 

Other European 
currencies 25,842 22,307 

Japanese yen 40,183 32,133 

Other Pacific currencies 16,374 18,599 

Emerging Market 
currencies 22,166 19,080

$ 310,778 $347,868 

TABLE E

ACTUARIAL POSITION 2003

(thousands of dollars)

Market Value of Assets: $ 450,872 

Less actuarial value  

of Pension Liability (402,979)

Surplus at December 31 $ 47,893 

Reserve for adverse 

deviation from 

assumptions $ 47,893 

TABLE F

(thousands of dollars) 2004 2003

BALANCE AT BEGINNING OF YEAR $ 1,631,582 $ 1,756,637 

ADD

Prior year allocation to members 226,755 (74,235) 

Contributions 73,763 68,215

1,932,100 1,750,617 

DEDUCT

Equity transferred to Retired Lives 24,114 28,874 

Equity repayments 59,761 90,036 

Non-vested funds to be returned to 

contributing employer 145 125

84,020 119,035

BALANCE AT END OF YEAR $ 1,848,080 $ 1,631,582

COMPRISED OF

Employee required contributions $ 742,184 $ 653,570 

Employee voluntary contributions 69,108 59,291 

Employer required contributions 742,184 653,570 

Employer additional contributions 8,331 7,683 

Retained for pension 286,273 257,468 

$ 1,848,080 $ 1,631,582

TABLE G
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when non-vested benefits are

forfeited. The table below states

the members’ contribution

account balances at year-end,

prior to the allocation for 2004

(please refer to Table G).

7. ALLOCATIONS TO
MEMBERS 
The total market return earned

on the investments held in the

Non-Retired Lives Portfolio, less

administrative and investment

expenses, is allocated to

members’ account balances

annually at year-end.

Depending on whether the

portfolio has experienced a net

gain or loss for the year,

members’ accounts are

increased or decreased

accordingly. The portfolio’s

estimated total market return

for the current year is also used

to determine the net gain or

loss to be allocated on funds

transferred out of the

portfolio during the year.

The 2004 year-end

allocation was set by Board

resolution on completion of

the Plan’s audit. This

resolution, passed at a

meeting of the Board of

Directors held on January

24, 2005, allocated the

portfolio’s 2004 gain to

employee members at a rate

of 11.18%. For purposes of

these financial statements

this allocation is recorded

here as a subsequent event

(please refer to Table H).

8. INTERFUND BALANCE
The interfund balance

represents an accrual of the

outstanding administration

charges owed by the Retired

Lives Portfolio to the Non-

Retired Lives Portfolio at the

end of the reporting period,

plus an interest charge on this

and other amounts owed

during the year. Interest is

calculated on the amount

outstanding on a per diem basis

at the rate earned on Canadian

T-bills for the immediately

preceding month. The amount

owed is reimbursed on a

monthly basis from the Pension

Reserve.

9. INVESTMENT CHOICE
AND UNITIZATION
In 2005, the Plan will

discontinue its annual income

allocation process and offer two

unitized pooled funds for the

investment of the contributions

and accumulated earnings of the

Plan’s actively contributing and

deferred-vested members – a

Balanced Fund and a Money

Market Fund. The structure of

these two funds has been

determined by the Society’s

Board of Directors and is

detailed in the Plan’s Statement

of Investment Policies and

Goals.

The Plan’s Rules have been

amended so that members are

permitted, but not required to

direct the investment of their

contributions and accumulated

benefits in these funds. The

default option for members

who do not direct otherwise is

the Balanced Fund. 

The value of members’

accumulated benefits held in

these funds will be updated

throughout the year as the unit

price for each fund varies with

its market value.

(thousands of dollars) 2004 2003

BALANCE AT BEGINNING OF YEAR $ 226,791 $ (74,312) 

Less prior year allocation to members (226,755) 74,235

36 (77)

ADD (DEDUCT)

Interest and dividends 57,920 58,641 

Pooled fund distributions 15,567 3,472 

Current period change in market values 

of investments 135,890 170,607

Interest on equity transferred to Pension Reserve (873) (547) 

Interest on equity repayments (2,547) (1,864)

Interest on interfund balance 1 1

Administrative expenses (4,568) (4,370)

Administrative expenses recovery 980 929

Supplemental payments (1) (1)

202,369 226,868

BALANCE AT END OF YEAR $ 202,405 $ 226,791

Table H
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